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FROM THE CHAPLAIN
Revd Canon Patrick Curran

You are the salt of the earth; but if salt has lost its taste, how can its saltiness
be restored? It is no longer good for anything, but is thrown out and trampled
underfoot. You are the light of the world. A city built on a hill cannot be hidden. No
one after lighting a lamp puts it under the bushel basket, but on the lampstand,
and it gives light to all in the house.
—Matthew 5.13-15

Salt + Light is the name of the new
church magazine. We are grateful to
Tara Harbeck for coming forward to be
the editor of Salt + Light and to Robert S.
Kinney who, in the initial phase, is helping
with layout. As a team they have made
the new launch possible.
Jesus, in the Sermon on the Mount, tells
his disciples that those who follow him
are the salt of the earth. And as if that
were not enough, they are the light of
the world. That is, by any stretch of the
imagination, a tall order, given who Jesus
is and who we are.
In this first edition of Salt + Light, I invite
all of us to think a little about what it
means to be salt and light, as Jesus says

we are. I begin with a host of questions.
How do we hear those words today as we
read them online, at home, at work, on a
train, on a plane or on holiday? In what
ways are we able to say that we are the
salt of the earth and the light of the world
in the way that Jesus says we are? How
do you answer that question for yourself?
In what ways are you salt and light? In
what ways have you been salt and light?
In what ways do you still hope to become
salt and light?
I suspect that for most of us, to think and
pray about these things will take a little
effort. Will we make time to consider
these questions, I wonder? Will we have
the patience to stay with them, I wonder?
Will we be able to listen for and to the

small voice… No doubt such spiritual
inventories are demanding and such
spiritual exercises are unsettling. Will we
return to them as time marches on? What
strikes me, as I use the word spiritual, as
in the above sentence, is just how earthly
(earthbound) Jesus’s call is: salt and light,
earth and world. We don’t lose ourselves
in contemplation, but coming away for
a little while, we get turned around to
return to the world more aware and
hopefully just a little better equipped to
be that which we are: salt and light, as
Jesus says.
Salt has a capacity to preserve. It has a
capacity to cast out. It has a capacity to
cleanse. It has a capacity to heal. It has a
capacity to enrich the taste of our food.
Put salt on a wound and it will sting. We
will flinch. We all know light illuminates
darkness. Like salt light is essential for
most things living on the earth to flourish.
Like salt we need to use it wisely. Expose
ourselves to it carefully… Too little light

and we suffer. Too much light and we get
burnt.
As I write the days are getting longer. In
the early afternoon I will when possible
position one of the living room chairs in
front of a particular flat window to catch
the sun light and especially the warmth
of that light. The psalmist writes, For with
you is the fountain of life; in your light we
see light. (Psalm 39.6)
Our English translation of Matthew 5.1314 keeps the distinction in the Greek
text when it speaks of earth (γῆς) and
the world (κόσμου). Those involved in
EcoChurch may have rejoiced a little
seeing the Greek word translated as
world being cosmos, which points to an
even greater dimension of God’s saving
work than some may be aware of. That,
yes, includes personal salvation, but also
transcends it. God has an eye for you and
me, but God also has an eye for the whole
of creation as captured in the word Greek

work cosmos, world. Our faith invites us
to see that God, who is the creator of all
things, is also concerned with all things,
including time.
I cannot but think of the Church’s Easter
Vigil liturgy, during which the New Fire
is lit and the seal of the Easter (Paschal)
Candle is broken with these words:
Christ yesterday and today,
the beginning and the end,
Alpha and Omega,
all time belongs to him,
and all ages;
to him be glory and power,
through every age and for ever.
Amen.
As we make our way from the church
garden to the darkened church during
the short Easter Vigil procession, I am
reminded that it is Jesus who brings light
into the darkness, that it is his light that
guides and convicts me, and above all,
that apart from him we can do nothing
(John 15.5), being light and salt as he
says we are. This reflection reminds me
of some startling words that Paul uses as
he describes himself as an ambassador

for Christ in chains (Ephesians 6.37ff).
Another biblical image might be more
helpful and illuminating in this context,
and that is the image of being yoked
to Christ, come what may in this time
of crisis, when it would seem that the
very foundations are being shaken. In
conclusion, we are light and salt when
we know ourselves yoked to Christ, being
faithful to his teaching, his example and
his guidance as members of his body.
I pray that Salt + Light, our new church
magazine, may be faithful to the vision
of its title and that it may be in the ways
that God intends salt and light for people
everywhere as they journey on, as they
follow.

Patrick Curran
Vienna, 29 April 2021

The Church Retreat is
June 4-6! Contact Andrew Rooke
(am.rooke@a1.net) to register.

FROM THE EDITOR
Tara Harbeck

Our new church magazine, Salt + Light
is now online and there will be some
print copies available at the back of the
church. You may be asking, why are we
not mailing printed copies? We decided
on the new model for two reasons:
environmentally it reduces paper, and we
save postage.
What has (not) changed? We plan to have
regular features, e.g., From the Chaplain,
which you will find on page 4. The
Calendar is included, but as this is prone
to change, it is a good idea to keep an
eye on the weekly wrap as well. We will
devote space to inspirational devotions.
In this edition, Robert S. Kinney has
contributed his sermon with the title
“Treasure” on page 24. It is well worth a
second (or even third) reading!
We also want to highlight the multicultural and international backgrounds

of our members: there is so much to
learn from each other! I, for one, don’t
know many personally well enough
to appreciate the many facets of our
congregation, and thus welcome what I
believe heaven must (already) look like:
colourful and united in one body, so aptly
expressed in the words of communion
institution: “Though we are many, we are
one body, because we all share in one
Bread.” In this edition, Morkor and one of
her family members have been featured
on page 13. I enjoyed interviewing her
very much, as Morkor has so much to tell!
Also, on page 10, you will find an article
on “The Holy Spirit, Algorithms, and Big
Data” by Jeremy Llewellyn.
By a member’s request we shall also begin
including a “Help and Small Inserts” page
submitted by congregational members
and organisations whom we deem
appropriate to our ministry and calling.

Kindly note that we reserve the right to
refuse inserts that we deem not fitting
and we will redirect you elsewhere.

LIV ING LIGHT

I am humbled and thankful to be taking
on this new job and the chance to serve
our community in a different office. We
are in the throes of learning, so bear with
us, as Salt + Light evolves… You may well
find some changes in the coming issues,
as we make adjustments, but the basic
format that you are seeing now, will
remain the same.

Living Light is the blog of the
CreationKeepers team (Christ
Church’s Eco Church Committee),
which
shares
ideas
and
experiences about how we can
all lighten our environmental
footprint. We do this because we
see our planet and its resources
at a breaking point and believe in
the power of personal examples.

Best wishes and blessings,

Recent posts include:

Tara Harbeck

—In Praise of Markets
—Yes We Care!
—April is Earth Month
—What Remains?
—Easter is Coming
—The Sounds of Spring
—Apres Nous, Le Deluge
—Vienna’s Fixing It
—Fragile Creation
—White and Shiny!?
—Guide to Lent
Send us your ideas at
eco@christchurchvienna.org.

Christ Church
Stained Glass Window

THE HOLY SPIRIT,
ALGORITHMS,
AND BIG DATA

Dr Jeremy Llewellyn

With every click, like, or idle search, our
personal data is saved and amalgamated
with millions of other clicks, likes,
and searches. From a cookie, we are
transported to the cloud; a sublimation
redolent of religious imagery. However,
this motion is not only unidirectional
(ignoring the environmental impact of
building mass data storage plants). Our
daily, digital exercises on our electronic
devices not only give up personal data,
but also lead to all manner of nudges
from on high: personalised adverts, gift
suggestions, gaudy electioneering, etc.
The French novelist, Gustave Flaubert,
would have been enraptured: in his Trois
contes, published in 1877, it is only the
glint in the beady eye of the stuffed parrot
that suggests the numinous. These days,
Alexa is not stuffed; she answers back.

Of course, the information gleaned from
our internet usage is not personal insofar
as the goal is to harvest as much data as
possible from as many people as possible.
Only then is it feasible to detect patterns
and programme algorithms.
To be sure, algorithms are having a rough
time at the moment as they come to be
seen as the personalised operations of an
impersonal machine. This duality jars, as it
suggests that we can be known personally
in some way by something which itself
has no personhood. Worse still: these
algorithms can be set up by means of
machine learning or artificial intelligence
in such a way as to know us ever more
intimately, while our understanding
of how they work becomes ever more
distant. Naturally, this does a disservice
to algorithms: they are programmed by
humans and are thus susceptible to all

the biases, preferences, and proclivities
of the programmers. This has been shown
most clearly in the case of Big Data by
problems in identification software which
have as a default a white male adult with
all his particular, or peculiar, behaviours.
However ‘big’ Big Data is, it is still skewed
to the biases of those who input the data.
How might algorithms and Big Data relate
to the Holy Spirit who brooded on the
face of the waters and searches out the
wisdom of God (and who has not brooded
on the interface of the internet searching
out knowledge)? Without being an expert
in AI, I offer one, simple reflection.
It is often stated that the Trinity comprises
three ‘persons’. From this perspective,
the Holy Spirit would act as the server
holding the personal data of God the
Creator, throughout all space and time
and beyond time. This is the Biggest Data
of all and because God is impartial, the
data is not compromised or coloured in

any way by bias. Perhaps the next time
we are worried about how our personal
data are being used, we can pause and
ponder and even pray that we are known
personally to the very depths of our
being and experience, free from bias, by
the very person of the Holy Spirit.

MAY

JUNE

08 ‘s Häferl (Soup Kitchen)
11 Soundings: Organic and Artificial Intelligence
Part 1, Revd Dr Thomas Curran (7pm)
12 Prayer MInistry (7pm)
13 Ascension Day Service (10.30am)
16 Stewardship Pledges Handed In
18 Soundings: Organic and Artificial Intelligence
Part 2, Revd Dr Thomas Curran (7pm)
23 Pentecost: Stewardship Pledges Blessed
25 Soundings: Today’s COVID-19 Vaccines
Dr Chuks Agu (7pm)
26 Annual Chaplaincy Meeting
28 Lange Nacht der Kirchen, Animal Blessing
29 Council Planning Day

01 Soundings: One-to-One Mission
Rosie Evans (7pm)
04 Jazz Concert Online and In Person (7pm)
04 Retreat at Gottweig (04-06)
06 Peace in the City
10 Reading Group: The Forty Rules of Love
12 Kids’ Church Service (3pm)
16 Prayer Ministry (7pm)
17 Theology Online: Is Christianity Exclusive?
Panelists: Revd Dr Christian Hofreiter, Revd
Mike Waltner, Revd Canon Patrick Curran,
Revd Dr Robert S. KInney
30 Possible Council Meeting (6.30pm)

JULY AND BEYOND

REGULAR SERVICES

01/07		
01/09		

SUNDAYS
9.00am		
10.30am
6.00pm		

Possible Council Meeting (7pm)
Creationtide (01/09 - 04/10)

AT CHRIST CHURCH VIENNA

Autumn		

Stewardship Revisited

Holy Communion (BCP)
Holy Communion (CW)
Holy Communion (CW)

TUESDAYS
8.30am		 Morning Prayer
6.15pm		 Evening Prayer
WEDNESDAYS
9.30am		 Holy Communion (CW)
THURSDAYS
6.15pm		 Evening Prayer

A SHORT HISTORY OF...

An Interview With Morkor Korley

Morkor, where did you grow up?
I grew up in Accra, the capital of Ghana
in a very large family, a big home. We
all lived with my mother. My father had
many children; we lived in his compound.
As my father’s child, you could only go to
the Anglican school and church. At the
time, the Anglican school was one of the
best. Most parents pushed to get their
children admitted, supposedly one of the
stricter schools around.
My mother was raised Presbyterian
and stayed Presbyterian after their
marriage. In the town I grew up, there
are Presbyterian churches all over, and
only one Anglican Church and school. It
was compulsory to go to church if you
attended the Anglican school; you were
punished for missing church on Sundays,
and in my case, both at school and at
home.

Boarding school was the best time of
my life. I had passed the entrance exam,
but the school had not contacted me.
My mother was not ready to pay any
bribes (which happened sometimes) for
entry and rather went to fight with the
headmaster of the school; in fact, she
didn’t have enough money to pay bribes
anyway, so she chose the other way – she
fought for it. At 15, when I first went to
boarding school I learnt so much about
the different lifestyles and backgrounds
of many students, including those from
extremely rich parents.
When did you come to Austria?
I’ve been here about 20 years. I was in a
Ghanaian community for a short while,
because I followed a Ghanaian friend. I
like the people, but I could not relate to
the services – there were too many rules

- so I started searching for the Anglican
Church in Vienna. I’ve been with the CCV
for about 17 years now.
I was not a regular member until my
mother asked me a long time ago: “Is
there an Anglican church in Vienna? Have
you been going”? And I said: “Mum, this
is different. There is snow and it’s just
too cold. I don’t like to go outside in the
snow on Sundays!” She responded: “But
if you’re supposed to work on Sundays
and get paid, you would, wouldn’t you?”
That is when I thought, she’s right, forget
the cold weather and just do it. When
Helen visited Ghana and visited my father,
the first question was:“How did you meet
Morkor?” Helen responded: “We met in
the Anglican church.” My father shouted,
“Alleluia, my daughter stayed in the
Anglican Church!”
You mentioned the seaside?
Yes, but I was prohibited from swimming
until I learned later in Austria. My uncle
(my father’s younger brother) was a
fisherman and not Christian. He would
tell me about all kinds of gods, especially
those in the sea, but my mother would

say: “Don’t tell the children.” He talked
about sacrifices and how important they
were, even compared with the Bible
stories. My mother would say: “Christ
died to sacrifice his blood”, but as a child,
how much did I understand of all that?
My father tried unsuccessfully to convert
my uncle. I loved my uncle, even as a nonChristian, because he practiced fairness.
My mother is a woman I cherish so much,
so much. I have sleepless nights if I should
hear that she is sick, even in her nineties.
Please, don’t tell me not to worry because
of her great age. A few years ago a friend
in Belgium lost her mother, and when I
called to share my condolences, she said:
“I feel like part of my flesh had been cut
from my body.” People die at very old
ages, but we still mourn them for various
reasons. My mother made me who I am.
I owe her so much. She was one of two
sisters who lost both parents as kids. Oh,
my mother and late aunt were like best
friends.
In my mind, I have this one picture of my
mother and late aunt. Upon admission
to boarding school, we took a public
transport bus and somehow got off at

the wrong stop. The school was in the
valley from where we got off and we had
to climb down with my mother carrying
my food box (called chop-box), my aunt
carrying a metal box for the clothing, and
myself the student mattress. My father’s
car was probably parked in front of his
office. That is the picture I have of the
two sisters. My mother did not have the
chance but she gave me that chance.
We once had a Tuesday Soundings on
the Lord’s Prayer: When we got to the
“daily bread”, Patrick asked us about
favourite food that one’s mother cooked
on birthdays as a kid. Everyone described
which food their parents cooked for them
on their birthday. I said my mother never
cooked for me on my birthday – it wasn’t
part of my family’s culture at the time:
I could just imagine what was going on
in people’s minds - “Oh, poor girl!” But
many Africans born and brought up in
Africa would not think this makes them
poor. Aileen showed interest, and we had

a discussion later at the station whilst
waiting for tram. I explained that I still
don’t have it all, but my mother gave me
a lot, education amongst other things,
and both parents taught me to stay in the
Christian faith, which is what helps me
survive.
That’s what my mother means when I talk
about her. In any case, birthday dinners
are great and I enjoy them.

Christ Church
Carole Alston Singing at a Jazz Concert

THEOLOGY ON TAP
THE ONLY WAY

IS CHRISTIANITY EXCLUSIVE?
There can be little doubt that we live in a pluralistic world. And conflict between
different religious groups has been a part of history from the beginning. So how should
Christians understand the landscape of various religions? Or, perhaps, there are even
more fundamental questions that need to be answered: Do all paths lead to God? Do
all religions have the same god? Is Christianity exclusive? If Christianity is exclusive,
does it mean it is also necessarily intolerant and bigoted?
Join a few clergy—including Revd Dr. Christian Hofreiter from citykirche—for a
special edition of Theology on Tap, taking a look at the unique claims of Christianity in a
pluralistic world. The session will be held in the church (seating limited) and online via
Zoom. The format is open discussion and questions for the clergy panel. Questions can
be submitted via email in advance or at the event.
Join us in the church. Or log on. Ask your questions.
Watch some clergy sweat.

THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 7PM CET

clergy: Mike, Christian, Patrick, and Robert

Email the church office at office@christchurchvienna.org with any questions.
The Zoom link is ccv-services.org. The room opens at 6:45pm.

LIVING IN LOVE
AND FAITH
Philip Reading

You may remember that a few weeks
ago the Vatican issued a ruling on gay
partnerships that provoked a push-back
from people in the local church here in
Austria and from Cardinal Schönborn
himself. It was an instance of attempting
to settle questions of identity, sexuality,
relationships and marriage with legal
distinctions and prohibitions. As we see
time and again, however, these questions
refuse to “lie down and die”. They keep
coming back, simply because people
wish – and increasingly expect – to be
accepted and loved as the person they
are in the depth of their being.
The Church of England is taking a different
approach. As so often, it is trying to hold
the tension between the “progressives”
and the “conservatives”, both within the
UK and globally. It does, of course, have
rules on these things, but people in the

church, including bishops and clergy, feel
they are no longer in tune with people’s
pastoral needs. So before putting these
rules up for revision in a synodical
process of debate and negotiation, which
might leave people bruised and unhappy,
it has decided to embark on a process
of discernment and learning in which
everyone is given a chance to be heard
in some way and to learn something
from the lived experience, especially
but not only, of LGBTQ+ people. The
process, called “Living in Love and Faith”,
is planned to cover the remainder of the
year and possibly beyond, and its outcome
is open. At the very least, it should lead
to more mutual understanding, respect
and inclusiveness among the members
of the church. A separate process is
being undertaken to monitor progress
and see whether any legal or liturgical
consequences should be envisaged.

At this point, I must make a declaration
of interest. I tend, by temperament, to
be results-oriented rather than processoriented. The prospect of a lengthy process
of conversation with no results envisaged
had me rolling my eyes when I first heard
about it. But having seen the material
that has been prepared to support the
learning process, I must confess that I am
impressed by the breadth of its scope and
by the thoroughness and sensitivity with
which it has been prepared. Sensitivity
not only towards the people affected by
the subject-matter (gender and sexual
identity and relationships in the Christian
faith), but also towards the different
ways in which people of different social
and educational backgrounds may prefer
to explore a subject, absorb information
and engage in discussion.
The product of three years’ work by
a diverse range of people across the
Church, led by the Bishop of Coventry,
The Rt Revd Christopher Cocksworth,
“Living in Love and Faith” (LLF) includes a
significant new book, a series of films and
podcasts, a study course and an online
library of other publications. Biblically
rooted, it draws on theology, science and

history, and includes powerful real-life
stories.
The House of Bishops is appealing to the
whole Church of England to participate
in learning together, using the resources
for open, honest and gracious discussion,
listening and learning. A group of
bishops, chaired by the Bishop of London,
The Rt Revd Sarah Mullally, will lead the
process of discernment and decisionmaking about a way forward for the
church on these issues. It is anticipated
that the period of church-wide learning
and engagement will take place through
2021.
All the dioceses of the Church of England
are invited to join in this process. Our
Bishops Robert and David have said this:
“Living in Love and Faith” is a vitally
important process for our Church as we
live, learn and grow in our discipleship
together. We appreciate the challenges
involved in engaging with these materials
in the conditions of covid-19 lockdown
which very many of us in our diocese are
experiencing. These are not the kinds
of discussions that lend themselves to
online meetings. So we will be inviting

the members of Diocesan Synod to
advise us on ways in which we might best
engage with “Living in Love and Faith” in
our different contexts, and as a diocesan
family. We would very much hope that
it will be possible to come together in
person in our Church communities in the
Diocese to embark on the deeper phase
of discernment on these issues by the
middle of 2021.”
The diocese has appointed an “LLF
advocate”, the Revd Canon Dr Jack
McDonald, to organise arrangements
for training LLF course leaders and the
diocese’s LLF chaplains, whose role will
be to accompany those who experience
the need to talk through the LLF process
confidentially. According to the current
timetable, chaplaincies have until the end
of 2021 to report their experiences of LLF
to the LLF office in London, a process
which will inform the House of Bishops
and the General Synod as they debate
issues of identity, sexuality, relationships
and marriage in 2021 and 2022.
You can find out more about Living in
Love and Faith and access the learning
materials, by registering with the LLF

Learning Hub at this link:
churchofengland.org /resources/
living-love-and-faith
What we are hoping to do at Christ Church
is to invite as many of you as possible
to use this link and slowly browse your
way around the material. The book and
course material can be downloaded for
free as PDF documents or ordered in
book form. The best place to begin is to
look at a few of the 20 or so short videos
(less than 5 minutes each) in which
people, individuals, couples and families,
speak engagingly about their rather
different lives in love and faith. Having
seen those will probably motivate you to
start reading passages of the book (which
contains teaching chapters and chapters
devoted to discussion). If you want to
dig deeper still, the podcasts of live
discussions between various authors and
contributors of the book with different
points of view are fascinating, not least
for the way in which they respect each
other in disagreement.
In the summer, we will gauge the level
of interest in these questions among

members of Christ Church and whether
there is a broad consensus or a great
divergence of views. In any case, we
will try to organize workshops using the
“study course” which is included in the
materials on the learning hub, possibly in
the Soundings slots on Tuesday evenings.
Hopefully, we will be ready by the end of
the year to contribute to the diocesan
reporting to the “LLF office” mentioned
above. Let me stress, though, that all this
is entirely voluntary and we are under no
obligation, either as a chaplaincy or as
individuals, to produce a report.
Please contact me if you have any
questions on how to get started in the
Learning Hub or if you want to discuss
or comment on any of its content or the
process itself.

Book
Learning Hub
Video-Based Course
Library of Resources
Podcasts

Only 50 metres from our church building is the Christ Church Shop (under the umbrella
of the Christ Church Support Association). The shop, entirely run by volunteers, sells
a variety of items. These are donated by the church congregation and members of
the public. They include clothes and accessories, toys, linens, books written in English,
household items, and all those small possessions that are too good to throw away and
which may be of use to someone else. We aim to provide a good, attractive service
within an accepting and relaxed atmosphere where we can be of service to all who
enter, regardless of whether they are coming in for a chat, for the warmth, or to buy.
As of Tuesday, May 4, the Shop will be opened from 9.30 to 13.00, Tuesday to Friday.
Please check the website for more current hours.

CHRIST CHURCH SHOP

Salesianergasse 20, 1030 Vienna
9.30 to 13.00, Tuesday to Friday
www.christchurchvienna.org

Christ Church Shop
Salesianergasse 20

TREASURE

Revd Dr Robert S. Kinney
Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust consume
and where thieves break in and steal; but store up for yourselves treasures in
heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes and where thieves do not break
in and steal. For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also. one after
lighting a lamp puts it under the bushel basket, but on the lampstand, and it gives
light to all in the house.
—Matthew 6.19-21

INTRODUCTION
One of the more interesting insults to
emerge in Christian circles these last few
years—as even the Christian faith has
polarized around issues of race and social
justice and socioeconomic disparity—
has been that of Marxist, socialist,
or communist. To the theologically
conservative, the liberals are either
naïve communists or, worse, dangerous
proponents of an economic system that
has, without exception, driven countries
into devastating economic collapse under
despotic dictators. To the theologically
liberal, Jesus was a communist who stood
for economic equality and the overthrow
of an oppressive system. And the apostles
created a peaceful, proto-communism
and religious socialism in which all

things were held in common and for the
common good (as our Acts reading two
weeks ago suggests).1
Both sides, however, fail on this front:
Neither of them understands actual
economic theory. Concepts like socialism
and communism have definitions, and
we simply don’t have the data from the
New Testament to determine anyone’s
political or economic affiliations in
modern terms.2 But both sides succeed
in this: They agree that how one views
economics, especially the personal
economics of one’s own material
possessions, and how one sees God, are
intimately and inextricably connected. It
was Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, the Russian
dissident and philosopher, who, in his

remarks upon winning the Templeton
Prize in 1983, sought to explain why
Soviet communism was so ruinous. He
said: “Men have forgotten God; that’s
why all this has happened.”3
There’s always been an uncomfortable
relationship between God and money,
between the Christian faith and how one
approaches finances, between personal
wealth and personal discipleship—from
the way the early church looked out for
one another, in a way contrary to that
of the Roman Empire, to the strange
excesses of the church in the medieval
period, to the destructive disease that is
the prosperity gospel in our age. Some of
you were quite relieved when I started
talking about political philosophy—
having heard the Gospel reading and
knowing we’re on about stewardship as
a church right now, you feared that I was
going to enter the pulpit like a robber
enters a bank, ready to politely ask you
to empty your wallets and valuables into
the collection plate. Don’t worry, that will
happen later.
For now, let’s take a look at this Matthew
reading and ask the question: What does

money have to do with discipleship? How
are these things connected?
1. TREASURE
The Matthew passage begins: “Do not
store up for yourselves treasures on
earth.”4 We hear those very familiar
words and we are confronted with the
question: What are the treasures we are
meant to be storing up? The answer is
not apparent from the passage, as the
verse only refers to treasures. Yet, the
answer is clear from the context. It has
an obvious material dimension. Jesus
continues a few verses later: “You cannot
serve God and wealth.”5 But more than
just disposable income, the passage
goes on to refer to food and clothing—
essential goods.6 This statement by Jesus,
then, is getting at the very basics of
material wealth, the foundation, all that
is necessary in a material sense to sustain
life. This isn’t just post-tax funds used for
entertainment, but it pushes us to think
about all material resources.
But is it only the material? The first part
of this chapter in which our passage
is found addresses the practicing of
righteousness—what we might call

piety or spiritual disciplines.7 Jesus
starts with a proposition and then gives
three examples that all follow the logic
of the proposition—three examples of
practicing disciplines: giving to the poor
(which also has to do with money), but
also praying, and then fasting. In each,
the point is repeated in nearly identical
terms. This suggests that treasure does
not have just a material dimension, but
also a moral dimension. And the concern
in Matthew 6 is whether a person is
practicing these disciplines to be seen by
others here in this life—what our passage
calls storing up treasures on earth—or
out of a relationship with God who is
heaven—what our passage calls storing
up treasures in heaven. In other words,
how we understand our material wealth
and our moral behaviour are inextricably
linked.
2. IN HEAVEN
But another question arises. Where are
we to be storing treasure? As our reading
tells us, we have two choices. Here on
this earth, or up in heaven. We can store
our treasures here on earth. We can
invest in property and purchase goods.
We can put our trust in the almighty Euro

and trust it to secure our wellbeing. But
Jesus tells us plainly of the disadvantage
of that. Rust and moths and thieves. This
world—our world of material goods—is
temporary. It is destructible. Material
wealth on earth is temporary and always
tarnishes, stains, and depreciates. But
this is, again, more than just a statement
about material goods though—there
is a moral dimension here as well. The
depreciation of our material lives, our
physical lives, is very much because of
our fallenness, our sin. Our selfish ways
always result in our destruction—this
was, in part, Solzhenitsyn’s point about
communism. Just like rust and moth
destroy and thieves break in and steal,
human sin robs this life of any eternal
value.
And so, what’s the alternative? Investing
in a different way. Store your treasure with
God by investing in things eternal. Make
your focus those transcendent things of
the faith—of love and charity, of faith and
obedience, of truth and the gospel. In
short, become a disciple of Christ Jesus, a
follower, one who believes, one who gives
themself to the community of the faithful
and the mission of the church. Where

do you put your trust? In the security of
wealth or the generous provision of God?
Where will you focus? Where will you
direct your attention? Your efforts? Your
resources?
Jesus, for his part, is clear. Invest in
heaven. God will provide for his people
as he always has done.8
3. DIRECTS THE HEART TO GOD
Jesus then concludes the matter with
a simple statement: “For where your
treasure is, there your heart will be
also.”9 It’s a somewhat surprising
statement, though, and one that is
often misunderstood. It’s the mirror of
what we expect. Jesus has just told us
to store up treasure in heaven and not
on earth, so we expect that to be the
result of faithfulness, our loyalty to God.
That is, we expect the statement to be
diagnostic—where our money goes will
tell us what our heart desires. And that
is true, to be sure. You can learn a lot
about what a person cares about, what
they think their life is about, in how they
invest themselves. It is a good diagnostic.
To what end does a person commit their
material resources? How does a person

spend his or her time? What do they
talk about? These are all pretty good
indicators of to what a person has given
their heart.
But Jesus actually flips the statement. “For
where your treasure is, there your heart
will be also.”10 Did you hear it? Your heart
will actually follow your money. Store
your treasure in heaven, invest your life
and resources in the things of God, and
your heart will follow. In other words, if
you want to be a disciple of Christ Jesus—
if you want to follow him—it not only
involves how you view your piety and your
property, but it actually follows how you
use them. Matthew’s Gospel, more than
the other three Gospels, concerns itself
with true discipleship—what it means
to grow as a believer and mature as a
follower of Jesus. So don’t miss this, how
you understand your personal finances is
something that, apparently, needs to be
dealt with, and at a fairly early stage.
4. AND RESULTS IN DISCIPLESHIP
Practically, of course, you might be sitting
there thinking: ‘This is all well and good,
but it sounds like a hard challenge. I
need my money to live and take care of

my family, I don’t think I can spare much
to give much to the church or help the
needy. Praying is fine, and I can make a
church service occasionally, but I’m rather
busy. Time is in short supply.’ Fair enough.
But let’s think about it numerically for
a moment. The longstanding historic
tradition amongst Christians has been
the tithe—a word that literally means
10 percent. It goes back to the Mosaic
Law as well as the Prophets.11 In Austria
today, most people give according to the
church tax, which is far less, between 1.1
and 1.5 percent. This is low compared
to the American average of 2.5 percent,
which is, by the way, down from the
average of 3.3 percent during the Great
Depression.12
Now, I’m not suggesting that everyone
needs to give 10 percent—though that
would secure the witness of this church
for this year and many years to come—
but I am saying that you should think
about what your approach to money says
about your approach to discipleship. Or
think about it from a different angle. We
invest in health in so many other ways—
from buying organic foods to spending,
on average, €41 per month for gym

memberships. These are good things.
Absolutely keep doing them. But maybe
also consider what the material cost of
investing in your spiritual health might
be? Maybe it’s taking a class, or buying
some books, or yes, even giving to the
ministry of this church.
If we look only or even primarily to
ourselves, if we look out primarily for
our own good or pleasure, we will have
hard and impenitent hearts. And what
we store may be treasures in this life,
but it is far short of what God has for
those who love him, who give all they
can to living in a way that honours him,
out of a penitent heart—a repentant
heart. In the end, where will you direct
your heart? Where will it be found? Do
you really want to grow in your faith, to
mature as a Christian? Then it might be
time to consider what role your finances
play in your discipleship—and how
you participate in the mission of God.
Do you want Christ Church to be here
for generations to come? Do you want
to share in a vision of discipleship and
spiritual maturity for this community, and
for those who have yet to set foot in these
doors? Then let’s not neglect the role of

finances. An Associate Rector, a Youth
Director—these things cost. Mission and
discipleship cost. Invest in the treasure of
heaven.
CONCLUSION
Now of course, none of us can actually
do it perfectly. I’m not telling you that all
you have to do is behave in a certain way
and live a life of humility and give an extra
5% to the church. We don’t actually have
resources of our own or a righteousness
of our own to practice. But Christ Jesus
died on a cross to save us. He bore our
wrath. And he gave us righteousness.13
We are but stewards—stewards of the
righteousness and resources he has given
us. So, store your treasures in heaven.
Invest in the eternal. If you love Jesus
Christ, then put what he has given you
to work for him, out of love for him, and
gratitude for what he has done. As an old
Irish hymn goes:
Riches I heed not, nor vain, empty praise,
Thou mine inheritance, now and always,
Thou and thou only first in my heart,
High King of heaven, my treasure thou art.14

NOTES

[1] See Acts 4:32-35. See also Acts 2:42-47 and 5:1-11.
[2] In the same passages in Acts, for example, there’s
both affirmations of private property and concern for
the community’s wellbeing. See above.
[3] Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, “‘Men Have Forgotten
God’: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s 1983 Templeton
Address,” National Review, December 11, 2018.
See
nationalreview.com/2018/12/aleksandrsolzhenitsyn-men-have-forgotten-god-speech/.
[4] Matt 6:19.
[5] Matt 6:24.
[6] See Matt 6:25-34.
[7] Matt 6:1-18.
[8] This is actually the point of the following verses in
Matt 6:25-34.
[9] Matt 6:21.
[10] Matt 6:21.
[11] Lev 27:30-34, Num 18:21-32, Deut 14:22-29, Mal
3:8-15. See also 2 Chron 31:4–5, Neh 10:35–37, and
Amos 4:4-5.
[12] See the statistics at nonprofitssource.com/onlinegiving-statistics/. If you want it in very practical terms:
if we assume just the people on our electoral roll
(~150 people) donated to the church, we assume that
every single one of them made the Austrian minimum
wage and gave 5 percent (not 10 percent), the total
annual income would exceed what we predicted our
2020 giving income to be by nearly €10.000.
[13] This concept of imputed righteousness comes
from 2 Cor 5:21 and other such passages as 1 Cor
1:30 (see also Rom 3:21-22, 4:6, 10:3, and Phil 3:9 on
the righteousness of God as the means of salvation
for mankind).
[14] “Be Thou My Vision” is attributed to St. Dallán
Forgaill in the 6th century, although scholars often
place it in the 8th century. The first manuscripts of
the poem date to the 10th or 11th centuries. The
common English version was translated by Eleanor
Hull and published in 1912.

Christ Church
Collection Plate

PLEDGE FORM FOR THE

PLANNED GIVING SCHEME 2021
Giving thanks to God for the many blessings I/we have received and recognising my/
our responsibility to God for the work and upkeep of the Church here in Vienna
I/We will give regularly each week/month
(including any existing commitment)
Beginning from							

€

⃝ Envelopes (weekly) – supplied by the Treasurer
⃝ Monthly bank standing order to Christ Church Support Association
Bank Austria									
IBAN: AT85 1100 0005 2407 3400			
BIC: BKAUATWW BIC:						

Raiffeisenlandesbank NÖ-WIEN
IBAN: AT14 3200 000 0074 76203
RLNWATWW

Name:																
Address:															
Telephone:								
Email:					
Date:										
Signature:				
MAKING THE RESPONSE
So that we can plan more effectively and make better use of our resources, it is very
important that we should know what our weekly/monthly income in the coming
year is likely to be. So we are asking everyone in the congregation of Christ Church to
complete this Response Form and return it to the Treasurer (Mr Ben Dannenmaier) by
Friday 21 May. The pledges will be blessed at all the services on Sunday 23 May.

To make a contribution to the next edition of Salt + LIght,
email magazine@christchurchvienna.org.
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